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A mass spectrometry and Density Functional Theory study of gas-phase H/D exchange in 
protonated Ala, Cys, Ile, Leu, Met, and Val is reported. Site-specific rate constants were 
determined and results identify the �-amino group as the protonation site. Lack of exchange 
on the Cys thiol group is explained by the absence of strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding 
within the reaction complex. In aliphatic amino acids the presence of a methyl group at the �-C 
atom was found to lower the site-specific H/D exchange rate for amino hydrogens. Study of 
the exchange mechanism showed that isotopic exchange occurs in two independent reactions: in 
one, only the carboxylic hydrogen is exchanged and in the other, both carboxylic and amino group 
hydrogens exchange. The proposed reaction mechanisms, calculated structures of various species, 
and a number of structural findings are consistent with experimental data. (J Am Soc Mass 
Spectrom 2005, 16, 1846–1852) © 2005 American Society for Mass Spectrometry
One of the mass spectrometry techniques capable
of going beyond primary structural investiga-
tions is gas-phase H/D exchange. Although

gas-phase H/D exchange reactions are widely used
[1–23], only the reaction mechanism with ND3 as the
deuterating agent has been studied in detail [24]. Sev-
eral studies discussed simplified mechanisms of H/D
exchange reactions with CH3OD and D2O as deuterium
donors. Gur et al. [7] suggested that H/D exchange in
dipeptides occurs through stabilization of a reaction
complex [dipeptide � H] � HD2O�. Green and co-
workers [2] proposed a schematic mechanism in which
H/D exchange begins with formation of a hydrogen
bonded complex between a protonated amino acid and
a deuteration reagent, Scheme 1.

Campbell et al. [6] proposed several H/D exchange
mechanisms for different sites of polypeptide mole-
cules. They studied exchange mechanisms by PM3 and
AM1 semiempirical calculations where some reaction
intermediates were determined and then fitted into the
proposed reaction coordinate. For protonated glycine
they reported only one exchange, which they assigned
to the carboxylic hydrogen. Also, they suggested that
carboxylic hydrogen exchange proceeds by either a
“salt-bridge” or “flip-flop” mechanism, Scheme 2.

Because of the complex structure of biomolecules, it
is difficult to unambiguously interpret H/D exchange
results. Therefore, to interpret them correctly, it is
important to consider the interaction of the biomolecule
with a deuterium donor, the structure of the reaction
complex, and the mechanism of isotopic exchange. This
motivated us to investigate thoroughly the gas-phase
H/D exchange reactions of protonated amino acids,
Ala, Cys, Ile, Leu, Met, and Val with D2O and CD3OD.
Here, a mass spectrometric investigation of hydrogen
bonds in the reaction complex and the effects of the
aliphatic side chains, accompanied by the correspond-
ing density functional theory (DFT) description of the
dynamic pathway for H/D exchange between AlaH�

and D2O, are given and discussed.

Experimental

All amino acids (Ala, Cys, Ile, Leu, Met, and Val) and
amino acid methyl esters (AlaOMe, LeuOMe, and Val-
OMe) were obtained from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland).
The deuteration reagent D2O (99.8%) was from Aldrich
(Milwaukee, WI) and CD3OD (99.8%) was from Cam-
bridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA). MALDI
samples were prepared with a standard dried-droplet
procedure using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) as
the matrix. Two consecutive 337 nm laser pulses from a
nitrogen laser (VSL 337 NSD, LSI Laser Science, New-
ton, MA) were used to produce gas-phase samples. The
H/D exchange experiments were performed in a 3 T
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR)
Scheme 1



mass spectrometer (Extrel FTMS 2001, Madison, WI).
The stabilized reagent gas pressure used in the ex-
change experiments was 2.67–1.33·10�5 Pa at an ambi-
ent temperature of 300 K. The pressure measurement,
H/D exchange experiments and determination of the
site-specific reaction rate constants were performed by
using the procedure described previously [18]. Repeti-
tive H/D exchange experiments indicate a relative
standard deviation of up to 30% for the reported
site-specific rate constants.

DFT calculations were performed using the Gaussian
03 [25] program package. Although initial checks of the
potential energy surface were done using a B3LYP
functional with 6-31G* basis set, attempts to identify
reaction intermediate HD3 were unsuccessful. On the
other hand, optimization at the B3LYP/6-311��G**
level successfully identified minimum HD3 so all fur-
ther calculations were done directly with the
6-311��G** basis set. Each stationary point (minimum
on the potential energy surface) was tested by a har-
monic vibrational analysis. The structures of the transi-
tion states were obtained by QST2 and QST3 optimiza-
tion procedures. Transition-state structures were
verified by harmonic frequency analysis and by intrin-
sic reaction coordinate (IRC) analysis for the reaction
pathways. IRC analysis of the reaction pathway from
transition-state TS-HD23 to reaction intermediates
HD2 and HD3 was unsuccessful. The same analysis
(only for TS-HD23) was successfully carried out using
the GAMESS [26] software package. Energies of reac-
tants and reaction intermediates were not corrected for
zero point energies. The basis set superposition error
(BSSE) counterpoise corrected potential energy profile
for the “flip-flop” mechanism was calculated and it was
found that relative energies of conformers vary up to 2

Scheme 2

Table 1. Site-specific H/D exchange rate constants (�10�11 cm3

with CD3OD and D2O

Amino Acid
Deuterium Donor

AlaH� CysH�

CD3OD D2O CD3OD D2O CD3O

k1 127 4.44 106 5.16 89.2
k2 1.22 0.52 1.38 0.47 0.5
k3 1.22 0.52 1.38 0.47 0.5

k4 1.22 0.52 1.38 0.47 0.58
kJ mol�1, so it was assumed that relative energies of
studied structures are independent of BSSE. To test if
changes of the density functionals alter structures and
(or) potential energy surface of the studied reactions,
the “flip-flop” reaction mechanism was calculated at the
B3PW91/6-311��G** level and found to be in good
agreement with B3LYP results (relative energies
changed by 3 kJ mol�1).

Results and Discussion

H/D Exchange of Protonated Aliphatic Amino
Acids

Compounds selected for this study were: (1) amino
acids with aliphatic side chains, e.g., Ala, Ile, Leu, and
Val. They were selected because their side chains do not
contain active sites that can exchange hydrogen(s) or
participate in formation of additional hydrogen bonds
within the reaction complex. (2) amino acids Cys and
Met with side chains containing sulfur atoms. The
absence of gas-phase H/D exchange in reactions of
protonated amino acids with D2S suggests weak hydro-
gen bonding within the protonated amino acid-D2S
complex [18]. Stabilization through formation of a
weakly hydrogen bonded reaction complex with D2S
was not sufficient to overcome the reaction barrier for
isotopic exchange. Thus, it was assumed that the
CysH� thiol group hydrogen would also not be ex-
changed.

Because all selected amino acids have similar proton
affinities [27] and consequently, similar proton affinity
differences between amino acid and deuterium donor,
one can also expect similar reactivity, i.e., similar H/D
reaction rates.

Gas-phase H/D exchange of protonated amino acids
and protonated amino acid methyl esters with CD3OD
and D2O was observed. The studied amino acids ex-
changed all labile hydrogens but no exchange of CysH�

thiol group hydrogen was observed, consistent with the
assumption above. The reaction data were analyzed
and site-specific reaction rate constants were deter-
mined (Table 1 and Table 2).

Kinetic results show one fast and three equivalent
slow exchanging hydrogens for all amino acids. Results
for protonated amino acid methyl esters show three
equivalent exchanging hydrogens. By comparison with
protonated amino acids, the single nonequivalent fast

molecules�1) for reaction of the studied protonated amino acids

� LeuH� MetH� ValH�

D2O CD3OD D2O CD3OD D2O CD3OD D2O

1.99 87.4 2.84 78.2 4.05 78.2 2.12
0.39 1.15 0.44 1.01 0.65 0.74 0.31
0.39 1.15 0.44 1.01 0.65 0.74 0.31
s�1

IleH

D

8
8

0.39 1.15 0.44 1.01 0.65 0.74 0.31



exchanging site can be attributed to the carboxylic
group. Therefore, three equivalent exchanging sites
strongly imply that the amino group is the protonation
site, in agreement with theoretical results [28]. Site-
specific kinetic studies [9, 13] done on a similar system
(glycine) give us an opportunity to compare results. The
observation of one fast and three equivalent slow ex-
changing hydrogens is the same in all studies. Experi-
mental values of the rate constants are consistent with
those obtained by Green and Lebrilla [9], while there is
some inconsistency in the magnitude (arising mainly
from the pressure measurement) with those obtained by
He and Marshall [13].

The constants show a surprising decrease in amino
group hydrogen exchange rates for IleH� and ValH�.
Because only IleH� and ValH� have a methyl group at
their �-C atoms, a possible steric effect of this methyl
group on the most stable conformations of IleH� and
LueH� was analyzed theoretically.

Eight initial structures of both amino acids were built
from the structures protonated at the nitrogen with a
hydrogen bond between the �NH3

� group and the
carbonyl oxygen. Aliphatic side chains in both amino
acids were placed in various positions with steric strain
taken into consideration. Obtained structures were then
fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level to yield five
stable structures. The three energetically lowest con-
formers were subsequently fully optimized at the
B3LYP/6-311��G** level to obtain their relative stabil-
ities. The lowest energy conformations of IleH� and
LeuH� are shown in Figure 1. The corresponding
B3LYP/6-311��G** energies and relative stabilities (�)
are listed in Table 3.

Figure 1. Optimized structures of IleH�(1) and LeuH�(1) ob-

Table 2. Site-specific H/D exchange rate constants (�10�11

cm3 s�1 molecules�1) for reaction of the studied protonated
amino acids methyl esters with CD3OD and D2O

Methyl ester
Deuterium

Donor

AlaOMeH� LeuOMeH� ValOMeH�

CD3OD D2O CD3OD D2O CD3OD D2O

k1 1.61 0.62 0.97 0.6 0.61 0.25
k2 1.61 0.62 0.97 0.6 0.61 0.25
k3 1.61 0.62 0.97 0.6 0.61 0.25
tained at the B3LYP/6-311��G** level.
Although an increase of the basis set does not alter
significantly the relative energies of the conformers, to
get a more accurate description all final conformations
and energetics were obtained with the 6-311��G**
basis set. The lowest energy conformation of LeuH� is
a structure LeuH�(1) in which methyl groups at the �-C
atom are oriented away from the amino and carboxylic
groups and, therefore, do not pose steric hindrance.
However, IleH�(1), where the methyl and ethyl groups
of the �-C atom are closer to the amino and carboxylic
groups, appears to be energetically more stable, Table 4.

Based on these structural data, we presume that a
methyl group on the �-C atom of an aliphatic amino
acid poses significant steric hindrance for the amino
and carboxylic groups, which probably causes the de-
crease in the amino group hydrogen exchange rate.
However, such an assumption needs confirmation
through a detailed analysis of the H/D exchange mech-
anism, vide infra.

The H/D Exchange Mechanism

For practical reasons (computational time and re-
sources), the computational study of H/D exchange in
protonated aliphatic amino acids was carried out for the
smallest molecules used in the experiments: AlaH� and
D2O. AlaH� was used as a model compound for all
amino acids except for those in which the side-chain
group partakes in the H/D exchange process. D2O and
CD3OD exhibit similar reactivities, and both participate
in a single deuterium exchange per reactive encounter
[3, 6], so the mechanism may apply for both. In the
calculations, the D2O molecule was simulated by H2O.

Interaction of MALDI generated AlaH� (expected to
be in the most stable conformation [29] and D2O begins

Table 3. The B3LYP/6-311��G** energies (in Eh) and relative
stabilities (in kJ mol�1) of IleH� and LeuH� conformers

Structure

B3LYP/6-31G* B3LYP/6-311��G**

E � E �

LeuH�(1) �442.049133 0 �442.189218 0
LeuH�(2) �442.048184 2.5 �442.188273 2.5
LeuH�(3) �442.0476264 3.9 �442.187728 3.9
IleH�(1) �442.048556 0.0 �442.188508 0
IleH�(2) �442.046757 4.7 �442.186391 5.6
IleH�(3) �442.046769 4.7 �442.18625 5.9

Table 4. Distances (in Å) between bolded atoms in the IleH�

and LeuH� calculated at the B3LYP/6-311��G** level of theory

IleH�(1) LeuH�(1)

CH3 . . . NH3 3.08 4.47
CH3 . . . CO 4.84 5.82
CH3 . . . COH 4.34 5.39
CH3CH2 . . . NH3 3.07 -
CH3CH2 . . . CO 3.78 -

CH3CH2 . . COH 3.51 -



with collisions from various directions. Molecular dy-
namic simulations of interactions in similar systems
showed that, depending on the direction, the deuterium
donor within a few ps interval stabilizes near the
active/preferred site [12, 23]. In AlaH� the active sites
are the carboxylic and amino groups. Various reaction
complexes were generated in such a way that the D2O
molecule was placed in the proximity of the AlaH�

active sites. The complexes were then optimized at the
B3LYP/6-311��G** level (Figure 2). For the carboxylic
site, five initial structures gave minimum HDC1, while
for the amino site, six initial structures gave three

Figure 2. Minima HD1 and HDC1, results of B3LYP
6-311��G** optimization.

Figure 3. Scheme of the potential energy profil
energies and optimized structures were calculate

Table 1 in the Appendix section.
minima (in each minimum molecule D2O was oriented
toward one of the three amino hydrogens, as in HD1).
HD1 is a global minimum, however, the energy differ-
ences between three amino site minima are very small,
less than 2.5 kJmol�1. Therefore, it is conceivable that
during interaction of AlaH� and D2O, D2O oscillates
around the amino group and before isotopic exchange
stabilizes into position HD1, Figure 2.

The minimum HD1 is 6.1 kJ mol�1 more stable than
HDC1 and therefore we first analyzed the reaction
mechanism that originates from HD1. The B3LYP/6-
311��G** potential energy profile together with opti-
mized structures for the H/D exchange of AlaH� with
D2O is shown in Figure 3.

Before describing the reaction mechanism, it is inter-
esting to compare the hydrogen bonded complex pro-
posed by Gard et al. [2] (Scheme 1) with the starting
complex HD1. In HD1, the D2O molecule is situated
(3.14 Å) away from the carbonyl oxygen without for-
mation of a hydrogen bond between them. Attempts to
stabilize the reaction minimum by moving D2O closer
to the oxygen were unsuccessful. A slight move of D2O
towards the carbonyl oxygen is a result of hydroxyl
group rotation by 180 ° around the C–O bond over
transition-state TS-HD12 into HD2. Formation of reac-
tion intermediate HD2 is a prerequisite for the start of
isotopic exchange which leads to concerted hydrogen/
deuterium transfer from HD2 in the transition-state
TS-HD23. Here one of the �NH3

� hydrogens is trans-

H/D exchange in AlaH� with D2O. The relative
he B3LYP/6-311��G** level of theory. Also see
e for
d at t



see T
ferred to D2O while, simultaneously, one of the deute-
riums moves to the carbonyl oxygen. The imaginary
vibrational frequency (48.61i cm�1) of transition-state
TS-HD23 corresponds to alternate swinging of HDO
towards the �NH2 or �COD(OH) group of “enolic”
AlaH�. After the concerted H/D transfer, rotation of
the �COD(OH) group around the C–C� axis occurs
from HD3 to HD4. Simultaneously, the HDO molecule
becomes perpendicular to the �COD(OH) group plane.
The corresponding transition-state TS-HD34 is associ-
ated with the energetically highest barrier. The next
reaction step is a concerted exothermic rotation of the
�OD group and HDO molecule through the transition-
state TS-HD45 leading to reaction intermediate HD5.
Finally, reaction intermediate HD6 with a protonated
�-amino group is formed by proton transfer from
�DOCOH to the �NH2 group from reaction interme-
diate HD5.

The reaction energy profile (Figure 3) shows that the
energy gain from initial HD1 reaction complex forma-
tion is not sufficient to overcome the reaction barrier(s)
and, consequently, low reaction rates will result. Fur-
thermore, this mechanism gives equal exchange rates
for carboxylic and amino hydrogens while experimen-
tal results [9, 13, 18] suggest that a carboxylic hydrogen
is exchanged 10 to 100 times faster than one of the
amino group.

The above findings suggest existence of an addi-
tional mechanism for the carboxylic hydrogen ex-
change. Campell et al. [6] already proposed the “flip-
flop” and “salt-bridge” mechanisms for exchange.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the pot
AlaH� carboxylic hydrogen with D2O. The relati
at the B3LYP/6-311��G** level of theory. Also
Present calculations suggest that H/D exchange at the
carboxylic oxygen via proton transfer by formation of a
“hydronium” cation is very unfavorable, and our at-
tempts to find this mechanism were unsuccessful. On
the other hand, the “flip-flop” mechanism which starts
from minimum HDC1 appears to be essentially barri-
erless, Figure 4.

The H/D exchange process is described through the
transition-state TS-HDC12, which represents concerted
double hydrogen/deuterium transfer. The energy bar-
rier towards transition-state TS-HDC12 is overcome by
stabilization of the intermediate HDC1 resulting in fast
exchange of the carboxylic hydrogen, consistent with
experimental results. Of course, after or during dissoci-
ation of HDC2, AlaHD1

� returns (not shown in Figure
4) to its most stable conformation, which results in
needed product stabilization.

It follows that H/D exchange of protonated aliphatic
amino acids is the result of two reactions: in the faster
and energetically more favorable first reaction, only the
carboxylic hydrogen is exchanged while in the second
reaction, both carboxylic and amino group hydrogens
are exchanged. As experimental support for this model
we consider the following: (1) fast exchange of the
hydroxylic hydrogen, which is essentially thermo neu-
tral and whose exchange rates are 10 to 100 times faster
than those for amino group hydrogens [13, 18], and (2)
decrease of the amino group hydrogen exchange rates
in IleH� and ValH� because their additional methyl
group on �-C atoms hinders the �COD(OH) group
rotation around the C–C� axis and slows down the
reaction. The opposite behavior, i.e., fast exchange of

l energy profile for the H/D exchange of the
ergies and optimized structures were calculated
able 2 in the Appendix section.
entia
ve en
the amino group hydrogens can be found in H/D



experiments with molecules where the carbonyl group
rotation is likely constrained (e.g., GlyGlyH�) [17], or
where deuterium donor binding could be stabilized by
two nitrogen atoms (e.g., HisH�) [11].

Conclusions

The results of this study lead to three main conclusions.
(1) Gas-phase isotopic exchange of protonated aliphatic
amino acids with deuterium donors proceeds by two
independent reactions: fast exchange of only the car-
boxylic hydrogen and slow exchange of both the car-
boxylic and the amino group hydrogens. (2) The reac-
tion energy barrier for isotopic exchange is overcome by
energy gained from formation of the initial multiply
hydrogen bonded reaction complex. (3) Steric hin-
drance from the presence of a methyl group at the �-C
atom decreases the site-specific H/D exchange rate of
amino group hydrogens.
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Appendix

Table 1. (with Figure 3) The B3LYP/6-311��G** energies
(in Eh) and relative stabilities of conformers (in kJ mol�1) for
H/D exchange in AlaH� with D2O

Structure E �

AlaH� � D2O �400.670099 0.0
HD1 �400.699490 �77.2
TS-HD12 �400.676754 �17.5
HD2 �400.685966 �41.7
TS-HD23 �400.663487 17.4
HD3 �400.664215 15.4
TS-HD34 �400.659679 27.4
HD4 �400.677887 �20.4
TS-HD45 �400.665061 13.2
HD5 �400.684912 �38.9
TS-HD56 �400.684449 �37.7
HD6 �400.697164 �71.1
AlaHD1

�� HDO �400.670099 0.0

Table 2. (with Figure 4) The B3LYP/6-311��G** energies
(in Eh) and relative stabilities of conformers (in kJ mol�1) for the
H/D exchange of AlaH� carboxylic hydrogen with D2O

Structure E �

AlaH� � D2O �400.670099 0.0
HDC1 �400.697164 �71.1
TS-HDC12 �400.675448 �14.0
HDC2 �400.691495 �56.2

�
AlaHD1 � HDO �400.66407 15.8
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